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Those of you who know me well know that I did a 
protracted ‘study’ like this 2 years ago: a ‘painting-
a-day’ for a year. Like that project, I set myself some 
‘rules’: in this series, each painting will be done 
in the calendar week (ending Saturday), each will 
be done on wooden panel: a durable surface that 
should allow any number of interpretations to the 
words ‘self-portrait’, and each one will be 8.5 x 11” 
in size.

I chose this size as a bit of a test. As a painter, 
it feels a little too big to truly be a ‘small’ work, 
and far too small to be big - but as a commercial 
designer, 8.5 x 11” is a size that has dominated my 
life. 

This first effort looks quite stilted in hindsight, 
but I’m always a little self-conscious when I start 
a ‘public’ assignment... my family says I look 
depressed: I maintain I’m just concentrating on the 
mirror.

#1  “The Mirror” acrylic and pencil on wooden panel
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This is me at about 6 years old, with my first dog, 
Lucky. 

Painting this memory was one of those cathartic 
exercises: Lucky is a story that ended sadly for 
me. We met when a workman that knew my dad 
arranged to get me a new puppy from a neighboring 
farm’s overflow: Lucky became the centre of my life 
for a wonderful summer.

After a time away back to the city, I returned to 
discover that Lucky had proved too much for my 
Dad to handle on his own, so he gave Lucky away. I 
only discovered it on arriving with my Mom, loaded 
with saved soup bones.

As you can tell, a memory that I’ve never forgotten! 
It seemed fitting to be included in my self-analysis 
portfolio.

#2 “Lucky Puppy”  watercolour mounted on wood, ink 
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This study is done in oil, over a drawing in charcoal, 
on a warm, ochre-coloured ground. The colour 
palette is one I’ve tested myself with before - 3 
warm primary colours only, plus white. Limiting 
myself to this essential assortment of colours 
makes me really concentrate on observation of both 
perceived, and mixed, colour. 

Funny how you see more grey (in my beard!) when 
you’re forced to really look!

#3   charcoal and oil on wooden panel
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I learned a little too late that pomegranates are very 
beneficial in slowing the development of prostate 
cancer. A major US teaching hospital study I read 
said their high antioxidant count, and other magical 
attributes, make them a near miracle food.

Despite the significant time it takes to actually prep 
(hull? husk? empty?) a pomegranate, I’ve probably 
‘prepped’ a couple a week since they appeared in 
the food stores late last summer. I’ve become a little 
obsessed with them - I love the taste on breakfast 
cereal, in yogurt, on ice-cream, by the handful...

When I began this painting with a deep red ground, 
it occurred to me about half-way through that it 
was becoming a homage to that wonderful fruit 
(the properties of which I’m secretly hoping are 
contributing some kind of continuing insurance).

#4   charcoal and oil on wooden panel
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Before there were pencils, artists used sharpened 
metal wire to draw onto specially prepared surfaces. 
Many of history’s cherished images are done 
in silverpoint: it doesn’t smudge, every mark is 
indelible, and interestingly, the ongoing oxidization 
between the metal and the ground produces a 
subtle colour change over the years (a ‘patina’). 
Because of the rigidness of the sharpened tip (I 
needed a metal file to prep mine), exacting detail is 
possible.

This was my first attempt in this medium: fine 
quality silver wire on 7 coats of gesso, each gently 
sanded, on wooden panel. The final surface was as 
smooth as arborite - a delight to handle.

#5   silver point on gesso, wooden panel
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This is one of those ‘weird’ images that seemed to 
want to make the all decisions, rather than letting 
me direct.

The starting point is a rather unassuming photo 
taken one of my first days at home, after my cancer 
surgery. I recall feeling really tired. I think this image 
told me to paint it because of what it symbolizes 
for me, as I continue to search for reassurance and 
control. The comfy chair, attentive dog, fantastic 
pair of slippers - offer reminders to me of the many 
good, small things that are helping me manage a 
big thing.

The raggedly ‘layered’ effect was achieved through 
a series of 5 successive ‘transfers’ from a photo 
print-out to my prepared surface, which were then 
enhanced with layers of acrylic paint. The painting 
of the hardwood floor at the bottom has a couple 
of coats of shiny varnish, just like ‘the real thing’ in 
the living room of our 1940’s bungalow, where the 
photo was taken.

#6   toner transfer, acrylic on wooden panel
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Some friends have been telling me that they don’t 
think these self portraits look at all like me! They 
can’t seem to see me without my usual smile. I’ve 
also been told some of them look like those ancient, 
solemn, ‘hollow cheeked’ depictions of the suffering 
Christ.

As I was building up this image and reflecting on 
these comments, I remembered being powerfully 
impressed by the work of Sandro Botticelli
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Birth_of_Venus.jpg) 
popular in his native Florence in the late 1500’s, 
but forgotten until hundreds of years later. The 
faces in his painting were both sublime and utterly 
human at the same time - that classical blend of 
sacred and profane. I ‘borrowed’ a bit of one of his 
backgrounds for the bottom right in my painting: 
I guess it was an homage to a period I’ve been 
accused of mimicking.
 
“A good painter has two main objects to paint, man 
and the intention of his soul.” - Leonardo da Vinci 
(also a Florentine for a time, died 1519).

#7   mixed media on wooden panel
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I have been thinking more about my recent Italian 
Renaissance experience, particularly the monastery 
of San Marco in Florence. Frescos (paint added to 
wet plaster) were everywhere, done by a master 
of the time, Fra Angelico. The subjects of these 
delicately executed images were often unsettling, 
but their wonderful attention to detail left me very 
impressed with Angelico’s passion for art, and faith. 

This image was ‘almost done’, but still wanting 
something I couldn’t discover. Adding the halo was a 
late, monastery-inspired development which seemed 
to help, but it wasn’t until I spied a forgotten,  
heart-shaped piece of metallic gold confetti sitting 
on the carpet at my feet, that it actually hit me: the 
painting wanted more GOLD. 

My wife Gayle is famous for her amazing inventory 
of these sprinkles she adds to cards and letters: this 
image is finished with gold hearts, stars, bars, and a 
few little angels, all glittering marvelously!

I think Fra Angelico would have approved.

#8   acrylic, pencil, glitter on wooden panel
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So, if you were an animal, what would you be?

I’ve always liked watching wild birds. I remember 
having to ‘duck’ for a huge raven, sailing mere feet 
over my head, as I slogged up the last 100 vertical 
feet of the ridge on Mt. Temple, at a little over 
11,500 ft. In contrast to my breathless struggle 
upwards, he seemed to be enjoying a breakneck 
speed rollercoaster ride down, following the ridge 
line.

I see myself (if I was a bird) as a magpie, I think. 
Capable of occasional grace, but often a little rough-
around-the-edges. My wife Gayle thinks this is crazy 
- I’m not loud, I don’t pick on other birds (although, 
I do keep a messy nest) ... but maybe, for me, the 
magpie is a case of ‘aesthetic redemption’: seeing 
the beautiful in what is usually considered ugly, 
kaleidoscopic iridescence hidden in the blacks.

A reminder, amazingly, of how God sees me.

#9   oil on wooden panel
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This is a ‘blind contour drawing’ - drawing myself 
while never actually looking at the ‘page’! It was 
amazingly fun to do - I broke into a huge grin 
despite my attempts to manage my composure and 
concentration, as I stared into the mirror (while 
imagining the beautiful disaster unfolding beneath 
my hand).

My daughter says it’s ‘weirdly honest’, and, “I finally 
got the nose right.” Gayle says it’s the one that 
looks and feels most like me so far.

And I’m smiling.

(:

#10   Jiffy Marker and acrylic on wooden panel
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Ahhh... willow charcoal. Possibly the ‘original’ 
drawing medium: a burnt stick, scratching on the 
cave wall. Such deep blacks and happy smudges 
everywhere! I haven’t used these little sticks since 
college - thanks, Roxanne, for the loan.

As even the lightest touch makes an eager mark, 
charcoal is grandly messy: a medium that absolutely 
celebrates itself. 

Speaking of celebrating, it was also my birthday 
weekend, with lots of reasons to celebrate 
personally: a full year of good health ‘after cancer’, 
an abundance of love and friendship surrounding 
me, meaningful, rewarding work, and a small, white 
furry silly/wise one to dote on. 

Life is very good.

#11   Charcoal, stickers & red ink on wooden panel
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I had a little accident with the India ink. It’s not 
exactly the kind of thing you can hide: despite some 
serious scrubbing, at this rate I figure my fingers will 
stay black for about another week. Thankfully, the 
accident didn’t include the carpet (but a portion of 
the old oak dining room table has a new, shall I say, 
‘patina’).

(:

There’s something soothing about slowly building 
up an image, as opposed to the fast, grand gestures 
I admire in others. A spreading lacework of little 
strokes, scratched out with a traditional ‘crow 
quill’ pen, calms me. Maybe it’s because I’m less 
afraid of ‘mistakes’ on the small scale - despite the 
permanence of each little mark. A snapshot of my 
personality as a whole, I expect.

Art imitating life imitating art... funny what you 
think about when you’re forced to.

#12   India ink, acrylic on wooden panel
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Using some white ink I mixed from acrylic paint, 
medium and water, I used my crow quill pen again 
but built this image ‘in reverse’: strokes applied to 
create light, darkness protected by not touching it. 
It was tougher than I thought it would be: my mind 
was so set ‘the other way’. It became a very slow, 
very deliberate - and cautious - exercise. I think 
the final result has the look of someone ‘caught’ 
unready. 

Hmmm.

The last couple of years have felt that way to me: 
changes all around, all ultimately for the good my 
friend Maury reminds me... but my comfort zones 
are definitely being stretched in ways I would not 
have chosen.

“Infinity always gives me vertigo...”
Bruce Cockburn, ‘Mystery’, 2006

#13   White ink on acrylic on wooden panel
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We spent Good Friday saying goodbye to Grandma 
M. Unable to rebound from another fall, she slipped 
away quietly a day later, watched over by two 
generations of children in a small hospital room.
At 98, she had seemed to us - somehow - endless. 

Martha joined a painting club and began a painting 
career in her 70’s; we have one in our home. They’re 
the landscapes of her youth - rolling fields, florals 
and farmhouses. They’re wonderful, and rekindle in 
me the desire to remember what’s important.

This pencil drawing began confidently, but defied 
me for the balance of the week. I looked at it, and 
argued with it, every day... where to go ‘next’? I’ve 
now decided (or it finally convinced me) that this 
simple drawing is a lesson about learning to let go, 
and to remember.
  
What a great day to die. Goodbye, Grandma.

#14  “Remembering” Pencil on wooden panel
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Terry suggested I create an image without using my 
glasses. To a guy who has worn them since the first 
grade, this was an interesting challenge!

So - the fuzzy image in the mirror was translated 
into a fuzzy image at the end of my right arm. 
Tones were simplified, I fumbled picking the colours, 
memory undoubtedly kicked in whether I wanted it 
to or not, and... voila! (You can sort of see what I 
was seeing if you squint until the image’s lines all 
blur together.)

Funny part was I kept thinking it was a lot better 
than it is... at least until I put my glasses on again! 

Reality check.

#15  “Reality Check” Crayons on wooden panel
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A long, tough week... lots to think about. Very little 
time to paint, or even to think about painting.

“Progress [occurs in portraiture] as a result of 
desperation rather than inspiration.”
- Ronald Sherr

- to a sitter’s complaint that his portrait was not a 
great work of art:
“Perhaps not, but then you can’t call yourself a 
great work of nature.”
- James Abbot McNeill Whistler

#16   Acrylic on wooden panel
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(I don’t know what to say about this painting.)

I know it’s about prayer, and wonder, and fear.

I think I know it’s also about trust.

#17   Photo transfer, acrylic on wooden panel
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I really like using a base colour - a ‘coloured ground’
- as a starting point before I begin to paint. It
becomes an instant ‘middle tone’, which can be
allowed to permeate the final composition. For me,
it becomes a sort of colour ‘glue’ that can hold
everything together.

I don’t own or wear anything purple. The last purple
item of clothing I can recall ever having worn was a
wonderful (awful) poofy sleeved, mauve ‘pirate shirt’
that I was so proud to wear in grade 8. My mom
wouldn’t buy it for me, so I saved my allowance,
picked bottles, and bought it myself.

But I love to paint with it.

#19   Mixed media on wooden panel
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Finding my ‘happy place’: sketching, sitting in a 
sunny window in Venice, surrounded by my family.

All around is new, exotic, pungent, crowded, tall, 
old. A collage of cultures, eras, textures, colours.

A voyage of discovery, adventure, and risk.

“Chaos breeds life, when order breeds habit.” 
(Henry Brooks Adams)

Mixed media: acrylic paint, pencil, sand, pine 
needles, ink jet print, and 2 shots of lovely, warm 
brown espresso mixed into the varnish.

#19   Mixed media on wooden panel
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“Take these shoes
Click clacking down some dead end street
Take these shoes
And make them fit
Take this shirt
Polyester white trash made in nowhere
Take this shirt
And make it clean, clean
Take this soul
Stranded in some skin and bones
Take this soul
And make it sing

Yahweh, Yahweh
Always pain before the child is born
Yahweh, Yahweh
Still I’m waiting for the dawn”
       Music by U2, Lyrics by Bono with The Edge

Struck by a song while running, and a
leap of faith into the aesthetic abyss.
Scribbles and scraps. Catch me, Yahweh!

#20   Mixed media on wooden panel
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The biggest aspen leaf from one of the aspens in my 
yard, pressed and saved all year, as a base. Metallic 
gold ink, gold spray paint, acrylic paint... sanded 
with 100 grit paper. More paint. More drawing. 
More sanding. A power drill.

My wife Gayle is convinced that each image is not 
only a self portrait, but a representation of the 
forces at work in my day-to-day life.

It’s been quite a week. 

#21 Reaching for Blue  Mixed media on wooden panel
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I’ve always worried that my friends in the design 
world think I’m a better painter than a designer...
but that my painting friends think I’d better keep my 
day job.

This piece is neither, and both, and it was great fun 
- so there! More like playing than ‘Painting’ (note 
the capital ‘P’).

Thank you to Roxanne for showing me the inspiring 
work at Indefinite Arts Society... a wonderful field 
trip, and an exciting mind opener. 

#22  Sharpie and acrylic on wooden panel
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Mermaids were thought to sing to unwary sailors, 
distracting them from their tasks and thereby 
putting them in danger. 

My girls went shopping and bought me a pair 
of huge, white, mermaid-covered (shown actual 
size and colour) “costume” boxer shorts to wear 
for a charity 10k run. Embarrassed as I was, it 
was a relatively conservative contribution to this 
flamboyant group of runners, racing to raise money 
for cancers ‘below the waist’.

I started ‘way too fast, but decided to try to keep up 
to the front runners and see how long I could last. 

The mermaids were kind to me.

#23 My Lucky Mermaids Acrylic on wooden panel
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Starting is the hardest part. Where does the first 
mark, the beginning of all decisions...’go’? A teacher 
told me that the attempt is often ‘fatal’, resulting 
in prolonged efforts to recover some of the blank 
rectangle’s original beauty.

Audaciously, we decide to start. There’s something 
exhilarating in the use of India ink and a straight 
pen: balancing the shaft and nib to ‘hold’ the ink 
without dripping, the mental challenge of knowing 
every stroke will stay, but still the comforting scratch 
of the nib on the board as the lacework of little lines 
starts to build something.

... and I seem to have just as much trouble deciding 
when to finish!

“Engage, and the mind grows heated. Begin, and 
the work will be completed.”
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)

#24  India ink on wooden panel
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“Please, Lord, make me the man
  my dog thinks I am.”

- Anonymous Prayer

#25  India ink, acrylic on wooden panel
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This one’s for Gayle, who says I don’t show enough 
teeth when I smile. I think it’s a ‘happy’ picture, but 
she thinks it’s creepy. 

Mars/Venus? 

#26 “Showing my teeth” Toner transfer, acrylic on wooden panel
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The fortune cookie said, “The near future holds a 
fine gift of contentment”. 

#27  Gesso, ink on wooden panel
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I’ve always thought my feet were ugly. Quite ugly. 
Never used to wear sandals. I’m older now, so I care 
less about these things.

I just finished my first half marathon... my feet have 
become important to me in a way they never were 
before. I can’t ignore them now. 

I found the magpie feather, sharpened it to make a 
‘real’ quill pen, and used it to make the drawing on 
a throw-away ‘prep’ board.

The lost, illustrating the ugly, on the discarded.

Perfect!

(Yes, my feet are ticklish.)

#28  Gesso, ink, feather on wooden panel
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A week in Barcelona, and an inspiring visit to 
Fundacio Joan Miro: the permanent home to a 
fantastic collection of the Spanish surrealist’s playful, 
energetic work. 

Best title for a painting I’ve ever seen:
“Hair chased by two planets.”

“You can look at a painting for a whole week and 
then never think about it again. You can also look 
at a painting for a second and think about it for the 
rest of your life.”
- Joan Miro

#29 “Self Portrait While Pretending to be Miro” Ink, wooden panel
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Sir Christopher Wren, the 17c British architect 
perhaps most famous for St. Paul’s Cathedral in 
London, was also responsible for designing the 
Sheldonian Theatre in Oxford. This quirky little 
building is one of his first commissions: it’s now 
the home of graduation ceremonies for Oxford 
University students (our eldest daughter now being 
one of them.)

The ceremony was all in Latin, with lots of bowing 
and doffing of funny hats. A more recent student 
tradition involves being showered with ‘stuff’ by 
friends waiting outside: this was recently suspended, 
however, after an unfortunate episode involving an 
octopus and chicken parts. 

We had a great day!

#30   “Remembering the Sheldonian” Pencil, gesso, wooden panel
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It had been a long day already - marching all around 
the waterfront, an already thrilling afternoon in 
the Tate Modern (art gallery), but we decided to 
push on to Trafalgar Square to catch an hour in the 
National Gallery as well, which was open late on 
Wednesdays.

“Houses of Parliament, Sunset”. An epiphany in 
paint. One of those moments when you meet the 
Divine, and in doing so, comprehend your utter 
weakness.

Ah, Monet. You’ve killed me.

#31   “Pretending to be Monet” Acrylic, tea leaves, wooden panel
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I’m remembering England. I’ve been told I should 
watch the swirls form as I pour the milk (but no 
sugar) into my tea. “It’s part of the tea experience”.  
We’re talking good, black teas, not those ‘fruity 
imposters’.

I watch my milk swirl. It’s beautiful.

I remember the words of William Blake on his 
plaque in St. Paul’s crypt: 
“To see a world in a grain of sand
And a Heaven in a wild flower
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour”.

Watch the milk.

 

#32            “Watching the Swirls” Acrylic on wooden panel
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The trouble started when I left it outside to dry.

This was supposed to be an illustration of the 
weakness of memory - sand obscuring the ‘real’, but 
becoming golden in an enhanced memory...

But like amber, the varnish that was gluing my 
Mediterranean sand to the board caught a curious 
moth (the indistinct darkish lump, lower-middle 
right). I was too late to rescue it. Sad, if you’re a fan 
of moths. I’m not - but this mishap has made me 
ponder for several days now.

I’ve concluded my paintings are like amber: captured 
little ideas, frozen against rapidly fading memory, 
celebrating life but fearful of what’s coming next.  

And until now, no animals have been harmed in the 
making of my pictures.

#33      “Last day in Britain” Mixed media, moth, wooden panel
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“We are simple-minded enough to think that if we 
were saying something we would use words... the 
meaning of what we do is determined by each one 
who sees and hears it.”

- John Cage, composer

#34       Mixed media, acrylic, wooden panel
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All 36 images from London’s National Gallery 
brochure: I am, more or less, the sum of my 
experiences.  

Left eye detail, below - (clockwise from the top 
left) Cezanne, Van Eyck, Van Gogh, Rembrandt, and 
Claude’s ‘Seaport with the Embarkation of Saint 
Ursula’ as the eyeball.

#35       Collage, acrylic, wooden panel
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White paint, traditionally made from bone, seashells, 
egg shells, chalk, lead, titanium.

A white flag signifies peaceful intent.

My little white fluff-dog Sneakers, rescued 12 years 
ago - one of my best friends.

The beautiful wedding dress, trimmed with white 
‘fur’, Gayle wore on our winter wedding day.

I like white.

#36       Acrylic, wooden panel
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A Bic Crystal ballpoint pen contains enough ink •	
to draw a continuous line up to two miles long.

In 2005, Bic sold its hundred billionth ballpoint •	
pen - enough ink to draw a line to Pluto and 
back more than 20 times.  (Wikipedia)

I’d forgotten how much fun you can have
with a ball point pen. 

 

#37       Ball point pen, wooden panel
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I was born in the Chinese year of the Dog. We’re 
loyal, trustworthy and hard working. 

I never imagined myself as a little, white, fluffy dog... 
but since Sneakers joined our family as a rescued 
pup 12 years ago, my view of dogs, and myself, has 
changed a lot. 

We share a deep love of naps, among other things.

#38       Acrylic, pencil, wooden panel
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I think it was all the fantastic fall colours this week, 
or maybe it was only 4 hours sleep a night, three 
nights in a row. 

My daughter Roxanne likes this one.
She’s in Art College. 

#39 Wedding Ring Acrylic, Sharpie, wooden panel
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My friend Lil gets some credit for this one: her 
current African-inspired exhibition has apparently 
“been absorbed”. 

Sponges were long thought to be plants, but are 
now understood to be rooted animals. “Adult 
sponges are found where a firm means of fastening 
is provided.... living in quiet clear waters, because 
if the sediment is agitated by wave action or 
by currents, it tends to block the pores of the 
animal, lessening its ability to feed and survive.” 
(Wikipedia) 

I married my highschool sweetheart (26 years ago 
and counting!), still attend the same church I was 
shown in as a baby, and have had the pleasure of 
working for the same company since I graduated 
from Art College. I, too, seem to root in clear waters.

I guess I’m a sponge.

#40      Remembering England Acrylic, collage, wooden panel
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Despite living in the inner city, in a neighborhood 
of mature, forested-park-like landscaping, the yard 
was basically naked when we bought the house. 
I like to think the previous owners were from 
Saskatchewan, trying to remember a little of their 
former ‘horizontal view’. 

Someone told me once, back then, that, “the best 
time to plant a tree was 10 years ago... and today”. 
Since then, I reckon that I’ve planted over 20 trees 
on my property, and another 30 or more shrubs. 

Fall has always been my favourite season.

#41        Acrylic, leaves, wooden panel
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Gayle says they’re our original set of cutlery, over 
26 years old, so it’s not surprising that I couldn’t 
find a spoon that gave me a clear reflection. But I 
discovered that if I tilted the back of the spoon just 
so, I could at least minimize the distortion.

There’s an obvious moral here, but she laughs at me 
every time I read this aloud to her. So I guess I’m 
gonna leave it here. After 26 years, I’ve learned that 
she’s usually right.

#42        Silverpoint, gesso, wooden panel
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It’s that time of year again - pomegranate season. 
My fingers are semi-permanently stained yellowish-
pink from the many sessions spent extracting those 
brilliant, tasty seeds. 

Having splattered their pigment over much of my 
clothing, it seemed appropriate to harness this 
potential to a more deliberate end.

Possibly my first ‘scratch-and-sniff’painting.

#43       Pomegranate juice, rind, paint on wooden panel
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Living in a mature, inner city neighborhood has 
many benefits. What it doesn’t have is many kids. 
We bought enough candy to push a small troop 
into a diabetic coma, but as per usual, this year we 
had 7 kids (and one, rather strange 19 year old).

This older fella (who wasn’t wearing a costume) 
said he had forgotten it was Hallowe’en, but 
wanted to enjoy the experience of ringing a 
doorbell ‘one more time’. He looked a little nervous, 
and didn’t want any candy. So we smiled at each 
other a lot, each trying to figure out what should 
happen next. 

He said thanks, I shook his hand, and he walked off 
into the night with his bag of groceries.

#44       Photo print, mounted to wooden panel
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My cancer surgery was two years ago. All of my 
blood checks since have come back ‘clean’: next 
week I’ll be sampled again - it’s that time of year.

Although I feel really good, a small, stubborn part 
of my brain worries. (Before the surgery, my doctor 
told me that worrying was unhealthy. So then I 
began to worry about being too worried.)

Thank God I have Gayle. She always knows when 
it’s time to ‘smack me upside the head’.

#45            ‘Anniversary’ Acrylic on wooden panel
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True (legendary) story: when I applied to the local 
Art College, we were admitted on the strength of 
a mail-back drawing and design test. As a new 
student, the story was told of an applicant who sent 
in his test without completing any of the studies 
required. Supposedly, when the College asked him 
how they could measure his abilities, he told them, 
“did you look at the stamp?”

I got in the ‘usual’ way, but never forgot the story.

#46             Acrylic on paper, wooden panel
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A week later, an honest janitor saved my life. 

I had been 200 miles from home, busily making 
my way around a strange city in the middle of a 
massive winter snow storm, when my wedding 
ring slipped off my finger. I didn’t even know it was 
missing.

This was the new ring Gayle bought me to celebrate 
our 25th Anniversary, the ring she gave me to 
celebrate my new lease on life, the ring she had had 
engraved. This ring was very important to me.

That’s my reflection, right in the centre: the fuzzy, 
dark, stupid lump is my head.

Saved by the kindness of a stranger. Life is good.

#47             Watercolour and pencil on wooden panel
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I’ve made most of these images sitting at the 
dining room table. Gayle sits beside me, reading 
the newspaper, the flickering box of blue light 
our hearthfire. We’re night owls - usually in bed 
somewhere close to 2 - so we watch (sort or watch) 
a lot of late night TV.

Old movies are our favourites: I’ve always enjoyed 
Jimmy Stewart most, I think. You gotta love a guy 
who’s best friend is an invisible, 6ft white rabbit.

“I’ve wrestled with reality for 35 years, Doctor, and 
I’m happy to state I finally won out over it.”
- Jimmy Stewart in “Harvey”, 1950

#48      Bluelight       Felt marker and paint on wooden panel
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When I discovered I had cancer, I decided I 
wanted a tailored shirt - a shirt made ‘just for me’. 
Something that really fits. So I told Gayle, “if I 
survive this, I want a shirt. And if I’m going to die, I 
want two.”

I’ve never owned a piece of tailored clothing before: 
this was a big step. I have a friend at church who’s 
a world-class haberdasher; his shirts have won 
first place in London, Paris and Rome. As Darrell 
measured me, he told me all about his shirts. The 
best cotton only comes from the coastal islands off 
the Carolinas, and he explained why. He only uses 
a particular Hong Kong tailor, after the cloth is spun 
in Japanese mills. He told me about real mother-of-
pearl buttons, and how to spot a good seam, and 
what the location of your monogram means.

This shirt feels every bit as good as I hoped it 
would. And despite being clearly told I wasn’t going 
to die, Gayle insisted that I get two of them.

#49      Cancer Shirt       Acrylic on wooden panel
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I grew up drawing on brown paper bags. You can 
get 4 good pieces of paper from your basic shopper: 
the big front and back, and then the two side 
gussets. The bottom had all those folds and seams - 
no good.

I remember my delight and wonder at being given 
my own pad of ‘fancy’, white bond paper: I guess 
Mom thought it was a good investment. 

#50      Birthday Girl      Mixed media on wooden panel
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The far side of the Moon - the side permanently 
turned away from the Earth - hadn’t been seen 
until1968. Astronaut William Anders described the 
view as “... a sand pile my kids have played in for 
some time. It’s all beat up, no definition, just a lot of 
bumps and holes.”

Gayle says she can see the likeness.

#51     Dark side of the moon      Mixed media on wooden panel
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Wow - what a shirt!

#52            Acrylic on wooden panel


